Intelligent
Workplace
Offering

Our award-winning AI-powered intranet solution has been
designed with three principles in mind:
make it about people, make it intelligent, make it simple.
We offer ongoing additional support to enable your company to
realize the full potential of our Intelligent Workplace solution
through tailored assessment, migration, development, training
and adoption services.

Discovery Support Includes:

Discovery
We’ll discuss best
practices for the
intelligent digital
workplace, and assess
the scope and
requirements for
your solution.

Design
We’ll help define your
content strategy,
information architecture
and user pathways.
From there, we’ll create a
design to visually reflect
the outcomes that you
aim to achieve.

Development
Our team will help build
your design using the
LiveTiles platform.

Training
We’ll equip designers
and content managers
with the skills to
maintain and improve
your pages over time.

Features:

Add-on Options:

• Page Designer

• Migration

• Intelligence

• Additional Site Creation

• Bot Assistants

• Chatbot Development

• People Directory

• User Experience Design

• Organizational Chart

www.livetiles.nyc

Review
Receive usability
recommendations
for your pages from
our team of experts.

Intuitive design tools

Design smarter with analytics

Create intelligent intranet sites on Office 365, Azure
and SharePoint with our drag-and-drop interface.

Evolve content and enhance the UI & UX based
on data-driven decisions from user insights
and analytics.

• Design modern, mobile-friendly pages with
preconfigured drag and drop tiles and a responsive
page canvas
• Build compelling solutions that pull together legacy,
current and future systems

• Dig deep into granular user data with the ability
to view analytics on users’ departments,
geolocations and device types to pinpoint where
engagement can improve

Boost productivity
with bot assistants

Know your people with
a smart directory

Double down on productivity with custom built bots.

Keep your employee directory up to date
using AI and Bot technology.

• Customize your bot’s capabilities by adding abilities
and modifying natural language parameters
• Deploy bots to multiple channels including
Microsoft Teams, Outlook, web pages and more
• Central control over your organization’s bots and
overall governance by the Azure Bot Framework

• Test changes and measure the impact of
page redesigns

• Automate the collection of employee profile
information and power effective communication
and collaboration
• Bring staff information together into an easy
search experience in Office 365 and connect
separate systems including your HRIS
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